A small portion of the maize genome exhibits natural variation in DNA methylation 27 patterns that can be classified based on sequence context, flanking methylation patterns and 28 nearby genomic features. 
Introduction

7
with potential cryptic information in B73 reference genome, some of which were already accessible to 121 breeders in other genotypes. 122
Results and Discussion
123
Whole-genome bisulfite sequencing was performed using DNA isolated from seedling leaf tissue of five 124 maize inbred lines: B73, Mo17, Oh43, CML322 and Tx303. B73 is the genotype used to produce the 125 reference genome sequence of maize (Schnable et al., 2009 ) and represents the stiff-stalk heterotic group. 126
Mo17 and Oh43 are classified as non-stiff stalk temperate lines while CML322 and Tx303 are tropical 127 inbred lines (Flint-Garcia et al., 2005) . These represent three of the major groups of domesticated maize 128 germplasm (Flint-Garcia et al., 2005) . These genotypes are all parents within the nested association 129 mapping (NAM) population developed for quantitative trait mapping in maize (McMullen et al., 2009) . 130
For each genotype 140 to 185 million reads were obtained, providing 3.5 to 6X coverage with >99% 131 conversion rates (Supplemental Table S1 ). The genome-wide DNA methylation levels were quite similar 132 for each of the five genotypes. B73 had slightly higher levels of DNA methylation but this may be due to 133 the fact that repetitive regions will map at the highest frequency within the reference genome and may 134 lead to slightly higher overall estimates of DNA methylation. The genome was grouped into 100bp non-135 overlapping sliding tiles. The coverage and context-specific DNA methylation levels were calculated for 136 each 100bp tile in the maize genome. The use of 100bp tiles simplifies comparisons among genotypes 137 and also likely captures the biologically meaningful units of chromatin, such as nucleosomes. 138
Discovery of context-specific DMRs 139
A primary goal was to identify a robust set of DMRs between genotypes. There are biological differences 140 in the abundance and variation of CHH methylation compared to CG/CHG methylation and therefore 141 different criteria were employed to discover these distinct types of DMRs. CG and CHG DMRs were 142 discovered by comparing each of the four non-reference genotypes with B73 for 100bp tiles that had at 143 least three sites (CG or CHG) and at least 2X coverage in the two lines being contrasted. After applying 144 these criteria we were able to compare DNA methylation levels for 5.6 to 6.6 million 100bp tiles, 145 representing 27% to 32% of the maize genome (Table 1) . It is worth noting that the analysis of DNA 146 methylation differences will be focused on single-copy regions of similarity between inbred lines and we 147 cannot compare polymorphic transposon insertions using this approach. It is likely that there is DNA 148 methylation at many of these unalignable regions (Seymour et al., 2014) . A tile was classified as 149 differentially methylated if the difference in DNA methylation levels between the two lines was greater 150 than 60% for CG or CHG contexts. If two tiles within 100bp of each other were both classified as 151 differentially methylated then they were merged together to create a larger DMR. In each of the four 152 www.plantphysiol.org on January 22, 2018 -Published by Downloaded from Copyright © 2015 American Society of Plant Biologists. All rights reserved.
genotype contrasts >99% of the 100bp tiles do not exhibit differential methylation (Table 1) . However, 153 there are 15,684 to 22,204 CG or CHG DMRs in each of the four contrasts (Table 1) . While over 50% of 154 the DMRs encompass a single 100bp, there are many examples of multiple adjacent 100bp tiles that 155 exhibit differential methylation resulting in average DMR sizes of 199 to 218bp (Supplemental Fig. S1A ). 156
The CG and CHG DMRs are distributed throughout the maize genome, with a slight enrichment on 157 chromosome arms (Fig. 1A; Supplemental Fig. S1B) . 158 CHH methylation tends to be present at lower levels compared to CG or CHG methylation both on a 159 genomic scale and at specific loci (Gent et al., 2013; West et al., 2014) . Often regions with "elevated" 160 CHH methylation will only exhibit 20% to 40% methylation of CHH sites. Given the lower levels of this 161 mark we used a different set of criteria to identify CHH DMRs. We identified 100bp tiles in which one 162 genotype has <5% CHH methylation and the other genotype exhibits >25% CHH methylation. Even 163 using these relaxed criteria the number of CHH DMRs was 4 to 9 fold lower than the number of CG or 164 CHG DMRs in each contrast (Table 1) . It was less common to identify two adjacent 100bp tiles that both 165 exhibit CHH differences resulting in smaller average size of CHH DMRs (Supplemental Fig. S1A ). 166
Validation of context-specific DMRs 167
Several approaches were used to validate the DMRs. The most robust validation utilized a sequence-168 capture bisulfite sequencing approach to perform targeted bisulfite sequencing for a set of 169 ~4,000 genomic regions in independent samples of each of these genotypes. This provided coverage for a 170 9 subset of the DMRs in each of the four contrasts (Fig. 1B) and there is quite strong agreement (R=0.96 to 171 0.99) in the DNA methylation levels measured in the two approaches for CG and CHG DMRs 172 (Supplemental Fig. S2 ). DMRs were classified as validated, supported or not supported based on the 173 observed methylation levels in the SeqCap Epi dataset ( Fig. 1B; Supplemental Fig. S2 ). The majority 174 (>90%) of CG and CHG DMRs are validated or supported by analysis of DNA methylation in 175 independent DNA samples from the same genotypes using a different method (Fig. 1B) . In contrast, only 176 39% to 62% of CHH DMRs are supported or validated. The correlation between whole-genome bisulfite 177 sequencing (WGBS) and SeqCap Epi was not improved when we used 50bp or 200bp tiles for DMR 178 discovery (Supplemental Table S2 ). The proportion of DMRs that are validated is only slightly improved 179 when we only assessed regions with higher (3X or 5X) coverage (Supplemental Table S3 ) suggesting that 180 our use of a low-coverage cut-off is not strongly reducing our validation rate. Many of the CG and CHG 181
DMRs can also be supported by analysis of a methylated DNA immunoprecipitation dataset 182 (Supplemental Fig. S3 ). 183
We compared our 100bp tile approach that used simple cut-offs for coverage and methylation difference 184 with the eDMR approach ) that utilized statistical approaches to discover DMRs. This 185 approach does not require pre-defined windows but instead will search for context-specific DMRs across 186 the genome. Implementing the eDMR algorithm identified a smaller number of DMRs than the tile-based 187 method described above for CG and CHG DMRs (Supplemental Fig. S4A ). A comparison of the DMRs 188 identified using the tile-based method and eDMR reveals that most (>75%) of the CG or CHG DMRs 189 identified by eDMR are also identified using the tile-based method (Supplemental Fig. S4A ). However, 190 only <10% of the CHH eDMRs are also found using the tile-based method (Supplemental Fig. S4A ). For 191 most of the contrasts, the DMRs found by eDMR did not have higher validation rates than the DMRs 192 identified by the tile-based approach (Supplemental Fig. S4B ). We elected to focus on the tile-based 193
DMRs for the remainder of the study as they had validation rates that we similar to, or better than, the 194 validation rate for the eDMR approach and the tile-based DMRs also provided a common coordinate 195 system for cross-sample comparisons. The lower validation rates for CHH DMRs found using either the 196 tile-based or eDMR method may reflect biological variation in CHH patterns in different plants or 197 technical issues in the discovery. The remaining analyses focus on the CG and CHG DMRs that could be 198 validated at high rates. 199
Characterization of CG and CHG DMRs 200
While the DMRs were identified for specific sequence contexts it was clear that in some cases the same 201 genomic region exhibits changes in multiple sequence contexts ( Fig. 2A) DMRs also have over 60% differences in the level of CHG methylation (Supplemental Fig. S5A ). Across 203 the four genotypes, ~25% of the CG DMRs show similar levels of CHG methylation in both genotypes. 204
In these cases the CHG methylation levels are usually low in both lines (pie-charts in Supplemental Fig.  205 S5A). The CG DMRs rarely exhibit differences in CHH methylation and the CHH methylation levels are 206 quite low for both genotypes (Supplemental Fig. S5B) . A similar analysis of CHG DMRs reveals that 207 many CHG DMRs also exhibit differences in CG methylation (Supplemental Fig. S5C ). However, when 208 CHG DMRs have similar levels of CG methylation in both genotypes the level of CG methylation tends 209 to be high in both genotypes the majority of the time (Supplemental Fig. S5C pie-charts). Similar to CG 210 DMRs, the CHG DMRs generally don't show difference in CHH methylation and the CHH level is very 211 low for both genotypes (Supplemental Fig. S5D ). The analyses in Figure 2A and Supplemental Figure S5  212 suggest that CG and CHG DMRs can be divided into three types, CG-only, CG/CHG and CHG-only. For 213 each genotype contrast we merged the CG and CHG DMRs into a single list and classified each DMR as 214
12
By combining the flanking DNA methylation patterns and the context-specificity of DNA methylation 248 differences with the proximity to genes or TEs we found that the LL patterns are enriched for CG-only 249 DMRs near genes ( Fig. 3F; Supplemental Fig. S6 ). This agrees with the fact that genic regions were 250 generally not methylated and the main methylation type in genic region is CG methylation (West et al., 251 2014) . The HL patterns are often found for CG/CHG DMRs and in the region between genes and TEs, 252 suggesting that there might be different stable boundaries between heterochromatin and euchromatin for 253 the different alleles. The HH flanking patterns are enriched for CG/CHG and CHG-only DMRs and are 254 usually near TEs ( Fig. 3F; Supplemental Fig. S6 ). The HH DMRs are enriched for having the high 255 methylation state in four of the five genotypes (Supplemental Fig. S7 
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The CG/CHG, CG-only or CHG-only DMRs identified in each contrast were merged to form a non-259 redundant list of DMRs across all genotypes to investigate the frequency of the high and low DNA 260 methylation states within the five genotypes. The number of genotypes with coverage for each DMR was 261 determined (Supplemental Fig. S8A ). The 18,362 CG/CHG DMR, 12,789 CG-only and 10,671 CHG-262 only DMRs with coverage in all five genotypes were used to perform hierarchical clustering of DNA 263 methylation levels (Supplemental Fig. S8B ). This reveals that there are more examples in which B73 264 exhibits high levels of DNA methylation relative to at least one other genotype than examples in which 265 B73 has low methylation. A linear discriminant analysis was used to classify each genotype as high or 266 low methylated and then the ratio of high to low methylated alleles was used to generate a histogram 267 (Supplemental Fig. S8C ). It was more common to have three or four genotypes with high methylation 268 levels than to have only one or two genotypes that were highly methylated. 269
Role of genetic variation in contributing to DMRs 270
Differential methylation could occur due to purely epigenetic variation or it may be driven by local or 271 remote sequence variation. One way to assess the role of local sequence variation is to study the rate of 272 DMRs in IBS genomic regions relative to the genome-wide rate of DMRs. IBS regions in each of the 273 four genotype contrasts were identified using Beagle (Browning and Browning 2011) . We then identified 274 genomic regions >1Mb in which >90% of the regions were classified as being IBS resulting in a range of 275 1 to 17.75 Mb of IBS regions in the four contrasts (Supplemental Fig. S9A ). The presence of DMRs in 276 these IBS regions suggests that DMRs can occur even in regions without substantial genetic variation. 277
The DMRs located within IBS regions are not enriched for specific contexts, flanking patterns of DNA 278 methylation or location relative to genes and transposable elements (TEs) (Supplemental Fig. S9B-D) . 279
However, the frequency of DMRs in the IBS regions is usually lower than the genome-wide proportion of 280 DMRs (Supplemental Fig. 9B ). This suggests that local sequence variation might account for a portion of 281 the of DMRs while either epigenetic variation or trans-acting remote sequence variation would account 282 for the remaining DMRs. 283
Contribution of DMRs to differentially expressed genes 284
Many studies have reported that there is a limited negative correlation between gene expression levels and 285 DNA methylation. Previous studies have also found that a small proportion of DMRs are negatively 286 correlated with expression levels of nearby genes (Eichten et al., 2013; Schmitz et al., 2013b) . In this 287 study we decided to assess the frequency of differentially expressed genes that contain DMRs to better 288 understand how frequently differential gene expression might involve DNA methylation changes. 289
RNAseq was performed on three biological replicates of RNA isolated from the same tissues used for 290 WGBS for each of the five genotypes. Differentially expressed genes were identified using DEseq 291 (Anders and Huber 2010) and then the differentially expressed genes were divided according to the fold-292 change between the two genotypes ( Fig. 4A-C ; Supplemental Table S5 ). Plots of the difference in CG or 293 CHG methylation for the two genotypes reveal that there are some differences in CG or CHG methylation 294
for genes that exhibit very strong (>10-fold) differential expression with the high expressed genotype 295 containing lower levels of CG and CHG methylation near the TSS but higher levels of CHH methylation 296 www.plantphysiol.org on January 22, 2018 -Published by Downloaded from Copyright © 2015 American Society of Plant Biologists. All rights reserved. Fig. 4A-C) . Plots of the actual DNA methylation level for differentially expressed genes 297 with qualitative change show that both alleles have similar methylation levels in flanking regions but the 298 average CG/CHG level is low and the CHH is high for the high expressing genotype ( Fig. 4D-F) . One 299 interesting finding is that the regions that show the most association between DNA methylation and gene 300 expression are located around the TSS, corresponding to the region that show the lowest DNA 301 methylation in the meta-methylation profiles of genic and surrounding regions. This suggests an 302 important role of DNA methylation in this region for influencing transcription. Methylation in different 303 contexts associates differently with gene expression. CG methylation differences for on-off genes occur 304 only in the first ~1kb of the gene. In contrast, differences in CHG methylation persist further into the 305 gene. While CG and CHG methylation show a negative correlation with gene expression, CHH 306 methylation shows a positive correlation and the region that shows the highest correlation is 200 to 500bp 307 upstream of the gene, corresponding to the CHH island described in previous studies (Gent et al., 2013; 308 West et al., 2014) . Interestingly, the same genes that exhibit elevated CG and CHG methylation in the 309 region downstream of the TSS also exhibit reduced CHH methylation in the region upstream of the TSS, 310
5' of the TSS (
providing further evidence for a role of elevated CHH methylation in promoter in gene expression. 311
The number of genes with DMRs was assessed for genes with different expression patterns ( Fig. 4G-H) . 312
In general, the frequency of genes with DMRs is similar for non-differentially expressed genes and genes 313 with less than 5-fold change in expression. Genes with >10-fold change or on-off genes show 314 significantly higher levels of DMRs. In >95% of these cases the DMR exhibits higher methylation for the 315 genotype with low, or no, expression. While the genes with on-off change in expression are enriched for 316
DMRs it is worth noting that the majority (~80%) of the differentially expressed genes with on-off 317 expression differences do not have DMRs and exhibit similar methylation in both genotypes (Fig. 4I) . 318
The remaining ~20% of genes exhibit large differences in DNA methylation level between the two alleles 319 with lower CG/CHG methylation for the higher expressed allele (Fig. 4I ). These findings provide 320 evidence that expression variation for most of the genes is not associated with DNA methylation variation. 321
Potential for cryptic information in the maize genome 322
Several studies have created epiRIL populations in Arabidopsis that segregate for DNA methylation 323 levels in chromosomal regions without genetic variation (Johannes et al., 2009; Reinders et al., 2009) . 324
These populations have been used to provide evidence for cryptic information in a particular ecotype that 325 can be released by removing DNA methylation. There is some evidence that many of these genes that 326 may also exhibit natural variation for silencing (Johannes et al., 2009; Reinders et al., 2009 ). We were 327 interested in characterizing a set of genes that may be subject to silencing by DNA methylation in the 328 reference genotype and determining whether there was natural variation for this silenced state. There are 329 38,726 maize genes that have coverage for the -200 to +600bp (relative to the TSS) region in B73. Many 330 (~85%) of these genes are expressed in seedling leaf tissue of B73 or have low levels of CG/CHG 331 methylation surrounding the TSS ( Fig. 5A ; group 1 genes). The tissue-specific expression for the 332 remaining 6,451 genes was assessed using the B73 expression atlas (Sekhon et al., 2013) genes that are expressed in other tissues of B73 ( Fig. 5A ; group 2 genes). The final 3,849 genes that have 334 high levels of CG/CHG methylation and are not expressed in B73 were divided into two groups based on 335 whether they exhibit expression in seedling leaf tissue of a panel of 51 diverse maize genotypes (Eichten 336 et al., 2013) . These two groups of genes represent potentially epigenetically silenced genes that exhibit 337 natural variation (1,578 group 3 genes expressed in some genotypes) or fixed silencing in fairly diverse 338 germplasm (2,271 group 4 genes) (Fig. 5A) . We assessed whether our data for Oh43, Mo17, CML322 339 and Tx303 could be used to assess whether the genes in group 3 were related to differences in DNA 340 methylation. There are 119 of the group 3 genes that are expressed in at least one of these four genotypes 341 (but not in B73) and had DNA methylation data for the -200 to +600bp region surrounding the TSS. We 342 found that 28 of the 119 (23.5%) of these genes have very low (<20%) CG and CHG methylation for the 343 genotype with expression suggesting that at least a subset of the group 3 genes are associated with altered 344 methylation of the promoter region. 345
A number of properties were examined for the genes in the four different groups. The intron length and 346 transcript length are shorter for the group 3 and group 4 genes ( Fig. 5B-C) . The proportion of genes 347 located within sub-genome 1 and 2 was similar for all four groups of genes (Fig.  348   5D) . However, the proportion of genes located in syntenic positions relative to rice or sorghum was much 349 higher for the group 1 genes (Fig. 5E ). The genes in groups 2 to 4 are enriched for being near LTR-350 spreading transposons, and are much less likely to have a GO annotation ( Fig. 5F-G) . The proportion of 351 the genes located in the recombination-poor central region of the chromosome was assessed for each 352 group (Fig. 5H) . The group 1 genes are similar to all genes but the groups 2 to 4 genes are enriched for 353 being located in the low-recombination central portion of maize chromosomes. This analysis provides 354 evidence that there is potential cryptic information in the maize genome. Nearly half of the highly 355 methylated genes exhibit natural variation for expression levels suggesting that these alleles have been 356 accessible to plant breeders. However, given the location of many of these genes within the 357 recombination poor-regions of the maize genome there may be challenges in isolating favorable linkages 358 of the expressed alleles with other allelic variation. The other half of the genes that are highly methylated 359
and not expressed in B73 do not show expression variation in this tissue of other maize genotypes. 360
Perturbation of DNA methylation levels may allow the expression of these genes to reveal if there is 361 important cryptic information in the maize genome that could allow for agronomic improvement. One 362 hurdle to this approach is the apparent lethality of strong perturbation of DNA methylation in maize (Li et 363 al., 2014) . DNA methylation has the potential to provide heritable information beyond DNA sequence. In this study 366 we profile the context-specific DNA methylation patterns for five maize genotypes to identify regions 367 with differential methylation. The fact that genomic regions with nearly identical sequence still contain 368
DMRs suggests that at least a portion of the variation for DNA methylation is purely epigenetic. There 369 are distinct sub-types of DMRs in terms of the context-specificity of DNA methylation and the patterns of 370 methylation in regions flanking the DMRs. By assessing gene expression in the same tissue used for 371 methylation profiling we were able to carefully assess the relationship between altered expression and 372 DNA methylation. DNA methylation differences are associated with gene expression changes only for a 373 subset of the genes that show major differences in expression. Genes with quantitative differences in 374 expression (<10-fold changes) rarely exhibit differential DNA methylation. This study also provided an 375 opportunity to study the genes that might provide cryptic information in maize. A set of silent, 376 methylated genes were identified within the reference genome. Some of these genes are expressed in 377 other tissues or other maize genotypes while others are silenced in all samples assessed. These genes may 378 provide a reservoir of cryptic information that could influence traits if reactivated in populations similar 379 to the epiRILs utilized in Arabidopsis. 380
381
Materials and Methods
382
Plant Materials 383
The maize (Zea mays) inbred lines B73, Mo17, CML322, Oh43 and Tx303 were grown to the third leaf 384 stage. The third leaf was harvested, frozen in liquid nitrogen, and used for DNA and RNA isolation. 385
Genomic DNA was prepared using standard CTAB method. Total RNA was prepared using TRIzol 386 reagent following manufacturers' instructions. 387
Whole-genome bisulfite sequencing and data analysis 388
Whole genome bisulfite sequencing libraries were prepared as previously described in Eichten et al. 389 (2013) . Libraries that passed quality control (concentration > 2nM and size range between 200 to 500 bp) 390 were sequenced on a HiSeq 2000 using 100 cycles and paired-end mode. Adapters were trimmed using 391
Trim_Galore. Reads were mapped to the maize B73 reference genome version 2 using Bismark (0.10.1, 392
Krueger and Andrews, 2011) allowing 1 mismatch in the alignment (-N 1). Methylated cytosines were 393 extracted from aligned reads using the Bismark methylation extractor under standard parameters. The 394 proportion of CG, CHG, and CHH methylation was determined as weighted methylation levels (Schultz 395 et al., 2012) in 100bp non-overlapping windows across the genome. 396
Identification of DMR: tile and eDMR methods 397
In order to identify DMRs using the 100bp tiles the coverage for each tile was determined by dividing the 398 total number of times cytosines of a specific sequence context were covered by a read by the total number 399 of cytosines of a specific sequence context within the tile. CG and CHG DMRs were required to have a 400 minimum of 3 symmetrical CG or CHG sites, at least 2X coverage, and a minimum methylation 401 difference between two genotypes of 60%. CHH sequence context DMRs were required to have a 402 minimum of 6 asymmetrical CHH sites, a minimum of 2X coverage, and one genotype with <5% 403 methylation and the other genotype with >25% methylation. DMRs that were within 100 base pairs of 404 one another had their methylation values averaged and were merged into a single DMR. 405
In order to identify DMRs using eDMR ) the output file from Bismark's methylation 406 extractor was used to identify differentially methylated cytosines using a R package methylKit using the 407 default parameter (Akalin et al., 2012) . These are then used for implementing the eDMR package (Li et 408 al., 2013) , which identifies DMRs using default distance cutoff determined automatically by bimodal 409 normal distributions of distances between cytosines. Overlap between the tile DMR and eDMR datasets 410 was determined using the intersectBed tool from the BEDTools genomic toolkit (Quinlan and Hall, 2010) . 411
DMR validation 412
The SeqCap Epi platform was used to validate some of the DMRs identified in this study using 413 independent biological samples (3 rd leaf tissue) for each genotype. Three technical replicates for B73, 2 414 technical replicates for Mo17, 2 biological replicates for Oh43, 1 sample each for CML322 and Tx303 415 were used to generate bisulfite converted sequencing libraries that were used to perform sequence-capture. 416
The capture pool targets ~5000 regions of the maize genome . The samples were 417 sequenced using a MiSeq with 100 cycles (paired-end) for B73 and Mo17 and with 150 cycles (paired-418 end) for Oh43, CML322 and Tx303. The methylation levels from replicates were averaged and used to 419 compare with the methylation levels from the WGBS dataset. 420
Methylation profiling using methylated DNA immunoprecipitation followed by microarray hybridization 421 had been performed on these five genotypes in a previous study (Eichten et al., 2013) . The methylation 422 values for array probes located with 300bp of a DMR identified in this study were extracted from NCBI 423 GEO accession GSE46949. The differential DNA methylation estimates were compared to the 424 differences in WGBS levels determined in this study for each genotype contrast and the correlation of the 425 values was computed using Pearson correlation. IBS regions between each genotype were initially identified using the BEAGLE algorithm (Browning and 428 Browning 2011 ). These IBS regions were then intersected with 250kb sliding 1Mb tiles. 1Mb tiles that 429
were composed of at least 90% BEAGLE identified IBS regions were considered as IBS regions for 430 further analyses. 431
DMR merging 432
The DMRs were discovered using a pair-wise comparison strategy by comparing B73 with each of the 433 four other inbred lines. To get a non-redundant list of DMRs found in all contrasts the DMRs from the 434 four contrasts for each cytosine context were merged using BEDTools (Quinlan and Hall, 2010) . The 435 number of inbred lines that have data for each DMR was determined and further analyses was performed 436 on DMRs that have data in all five genotypes. At each DMR, the five lines were assigned to two groups 437 such that the intra-group variance was minimized and the inter-group variance was maximized. 438
The CG and CHG DMRs from each genotype contrast were merged using the outer most boundaries. 439 DNA methylation differences for CG and CHG contrasts were used to classify each DMR into one of the 440 four categories, CG-only, CHG-only, CG/CHG, and unclassified. CG-only DMRs show >60% CG and 441
<20% CHG difference, CHG-only DMRs show <20% CG and >60% CHG difference, CG/CHG DMRs 442
are these that have >60% difference for both CG and CHG, and the other DMRs that can't satisfy any of 443 these criteria were classified as unclassified DMRs. 444
Methylation levels at DMR flanking regions 445
To determine the methylation level surrounding DMRs, the methylation levels for the three 100bp tiles to 446 the left and to the right of every DMR were extracted. These tiles were then filtered for the minimum 2X 447 coverage cutoff and the minimum sequence context-specific sites. The average value of the second and 448 third windows, if they contained data, was determined as the surrounding methylation value. These values 449 were used to perform a hierarchical clustering analysis using the Ward's method. Based on the clustering, 450 the DMRs were grouped into 4 types: DMRs that show high (or low) methylation on both sides in both 451 contrasting lines for either CG or CHG methylation (HH, or LL), DMRs that show high methylation on 452 one side and low methylation on the other side in both contrasting lines for either CG or CHG 453 methylation (HL), and undefined DMRs that cannot be assigned to any of the three groups. 454
DMR proximity to genes and transposons 455
The DMR proximity to genes and TEs was determined using the closestBed tool from the BEDTools 456 genomic toolkit (Quinlan and Hall, 2010 
FGS). 458
The random subsets of tiles used as a permutation control for the tile DMRs were generated using a 459 custom Perl script. The script obtains a specified amount of random tiles that meet the minimum coverage 460 and minimum sequence specific site count of CG, CHG, or CHH cutoffs. 461
RNA sequencing and analysis 462
We performed RNA sequencing using the same tissue that was used for methylation analysis. Three 463 biological replicates were done for each of the five lines. RNA libraries were prepared using Illumina 464
TruSeq kit following manufacturers' instructions. We did sequencing on a HiSeq 2000 using paired-end 465 50 cycles. Raw sequencing reads were analyzed using FASTQC to remove bases with poor quality or 466 adapter sequences. Trimmed reads were then mapped to the maize reference genome version 2 allowing 467 for one mismatch using TopHat (Trapnell et al., 2009 ). Uniquely mapped reads were then filtered using 468 SAMtools (-q 50) . Only reads that are properly paired, are both mapped in the right 469 orientation and in the same place were used. Read counts per gene model were then summarized using 470
BAM2COUNT that can be found on iPlant. 471
Differentially expressed genes and their correlation with methylation 472
The dataset with raw read counts per gene per genotype was imported into R environment. Read counts 473 were normalized using DESeq (Anders and Huber 2010), and were subjected to a pair-wise comparison 474 between B73 and each of the other four lines to identify differentially expressed genes. The differentially 475 expressed genes from all four contrasts were then combined, and were divided into one of the 5 groups 476 based on the fold change between the genotypes with the highest and the lowest expression levels: <2, 2 477 to 5, 5 to 10, >10, and on-off genes. On-off genes are the genes that have detectable mRNA expression in 478 at least one of the five lines, but have no reads (0) in at least one other line. Methylation levels at each 479 sequence context were calculated for each gene at a region that spans 2000 bp upstream to 3000 bp (or the 480 actual gene size if gene size is less than 3000 bp) into the gene, divided into 100 bins. Methylation 481 difference between the genotypes that show the highest and the lowest expression was calculated for each 482 bin for each gene. 483
Identifying genes with cryptic information 484
Genes that had methylation data for the region from -200 bp to 600 bp (relative to the transcription start 485 site) were identified. The methylation levels for CG/CHG were then averaged over this region for each 486 gene. Genes with at least 60% CG and CHG methylation were identified and were further filtered using 487 the expression data to find these that have no detectable expression (normalized read count per kb < 0.5) 488
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in B73. Genes that meet these criteria were further filtered using the B73 expression atlas data from 489 Sekhon et al. (2013) to find the genes that are not developmentally regulated. These genes were further 490 classified into two groups: one group showing expression in some other inbred lines (Eichten et al., 2013 ) 491 and another group that was not expressed and was considered to be genes with potential cryptic 492
information. 493
Accession numbers 494
The WGBS data set has been deposited into NCBI under accession numbers SRR850328, SRR850332, 495 SRX731432, SRX731433 and SRX731434. The RNAseq data set has been deposited into NCBI under 496 accession number SRP052226. The genome-wide distribution of DMRs, genes, TEs and coverage is shown using IGV (Robinson et al., 507 2011) . Each track displays the number of features per 1Mb window of the maize genome. Only data from 508 chromosome 1 is shown. B, DMR validation and support rates using an independent sequence-capture 509 bisulfite sequencing dataset. The subset of the DMR tiles (numbers indicated at the base of each bar) that 510 also have coverage in a sequence-capture bisulfite sequencing (SeqCap Epi) dataset are analyzed. Each 511
DMR is classified as validated (green), supported (yellow) or not-supported (gray). Validated DMRs 512
represent DMRs which show >60% (for CG and CHG) or >20% (for CHH) difference in the same 513 direction in the SeqCap Epi assay. Supported DMRs are the DMRs that show 40%-60% (for CG and 514 CHG) or 10%-20% (for CHH) difference in the same direction in the SeqCap Epi assay. 515 Figure 2 . Context-specific DMRs and their proximity to genomic features. A, Context-specific 516 methylation levels (0-100%) are plotted for several B73-Mo17 DMRs using IGV (Robinson et al., 2011) . 517
The colored region in the center shows context-specific methylation within the DMR while the black 518 shading for the edges shows methylation levels outside of the DMR. B, Pie-charts are used to show the 519 proportion of DMRs that are located near (<500bp) or in genes (red), TEs (blue), both genes and TEs 520 (yellow) or DMRs located >500bp from either a gene or a TE (black). Separate pie-charts are shown for 521 CG/CHG DMRs (>60% difference at both CG and CHG contexts), CG-only DMRs (>60% CG difference 522 and <20% CHG difference) and CHG-only DMRs (>60% CHG difference and <20% CG difference). The 523 pie-chart labeled "random" shows the proportions of each location type for 20,000 randomly selected 524 100bp tiles that had coverage in our dataset. The size of the pie-chart is scaled to the number of DMRs in 525 the specific category except the random set. C, For the DMRs that are located within or near a TE we 526 classified the type of TE as TIR (blue), LTR-spreading (red), LTR-nonspreading (yellow) or other (black). 527
The spreading/non-spreading classifications are based on Eichten et al. (2012) . (B) and (C) show the 528 average proportions for the four genotype contrasts, the values for each contrast are available in 529
Supplemental Fig. S5 . In (B) and (C), the "*" symbol is used to indicate significant enrichment of the 530 feature relative to 100 random sets at P<0.01, and downwards arrow indicates significant 531 underrepresentation. 532 other contrasts are available in Supplemental Fig. S6 ). The DMR sequence contexts and flanking region 542 types are cross-tabulated to give a total of nine different DMR categories. The size of each pie chart is 543 scaled to the number of DMRs in each category. The number above each pie chart shows the DMR 544 number in that specific category. Gene (red) indicates that a DMR is within 500bp of a filtered gene set 545 gene, TE (blue) indicates that a DMR is within 500bp of a TE, both (yellow) indicates that a DMR is 546 within 500bp of both a gene and a TE and neither (black) indicates that a DMR is greater than 500bp from 547 both annotated genes and TEs. 548 pie chart shows the DMR number in that specific category. Gene (red) indicates that a DMR is within 615 500bp of a filtered gene set gene, TE (blue) indicates that a DMR is within 500bp of a TE, both (yellow) 616
indicates that a DMR is within 500bp of both a gene and a TE and neither (black) indicates that a DMR is 617 greater than 500bp from both annotated genes and TEs. 
